
Ort Gallery | Black Lives Matter Action Plan 
The following plan is based on DanceXChange's "Committment to BLM" document. 

The work we have begun: 

• As a team, we have undertaken anti-racist training and we will continue to do so at 
appropriate, regular intervals with an on-going commitment to further relevant 
training. 

• We have eradicated the use of the terms BAME, BAMER & POC in our all our 
communications including with funders. 

• We have updated and keep under review our staff, participant, and artist 
recruitment processes to ensure they are genuinely inclusive and share 
opportunities through a wider range of networks and partnerships. 

• We will continue to actively use our platforms, both live and digital, to provide 
space for the voices of Black visual artists and curators to be heard, for questions to 
be raised, ideas to be shared, and work to be seen. 

• We have started paying our directors £100 per director's meeting to ensure this role 
is compensated appropriately. This allows for more people from working class 
backgrounds to take up board positions. 

• We have started an RND phase called "Warmth" where we review the language we 
use internally and externally, we update all our policies relevant to this work 
(Whistleblowing, Complaints and Grievances, Safeguarding and Code of Conduct 
& more), we update our Access Guide, we update our Mission Statement and Artist 
Feedback form. We also have updated some working methods (namely recruitment 
and complaints procedures). 

• We have started sharing the findings from "Warmth" in order to open ourselves up 
to criticism, make the conversation around these internal elements public, gather 
feedback, use this feedback to inform future versions of the documents and 
generally become more transparent. 

What we will achieve in the medium-term: 

• We want to be a pro-Black space where Black lives are celebrated, supported and 
equity is taken seriously. We know this is going to be a work in progress and we will 
continue to explore, learn and radically listen to our team members and audiences 
for feedback.  

• We are keen for "Warmth" to underpin all our future work to ensure we actively 
support everyone who comes into contact with our organisation to have a good 



experience and to be as inclusive as we can be. We are fundraising to keep this 
work going. 

• We will work more directly with our audiences. This will include focus groups, co-
designed programme and investment in community knowledge (paying the people 
we work with no matter their status).  

• We want to continue exploring meaningful partnerships with organisations led by 
Black people and working with more Black curators to create space for Black 
curators and artists. 

• We will actively seek out Black artists and cultural specialists to consult on 
programming and organisational development plans. We will do this in a 
transparent way, meaning the individual will know why we asked them for 
consultancy and how we plan to work with them. We will always pay for this work 
and bear in mind the mental load this work brings with it by remunerating people 
properly. 

Our longer-term goals: 

• Increase our directorship: We have added two new director to the team in 2021 
(Sammy Willbourne and Hannah Adereti) and have aspirations to add more 
directors. This is to bring more expertise and energy into the organisation, be held 
accountable for the work we do and to allow more young Black and Brown people 
to take up leadership positions in the arts industry. 

• We have updated our governance with succession planning built into the role of the 
Artistic Lead (Artistic Director / CEO). Each individual takes the lead for 4 years 
when their contract ends and the next person takes over.  

• We want to establish a leadership programme (or more likely work with a good 
existing provider) where we support individuals to be ready to take up this 
leadership position. This will be specifically aimed at Black artists with a disability 
and/or from working class backgrounds and/or from the LGBTQ+ community. 

• We will work with organisations who deliver anti-racist work to support their work 
with our "Warmth" work. We see potential for our approach to help organisations 
find practical steps when going on their own journey towards an anti-racist 
framework. 

• We will work with cultural sector specialist experts to achieve new, meaningful, 
national processes that undermine current Racist systems. 


